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Abstract: This paper presents an activity recognition based scheme for the development of the virtual keyboard for mobile and portable computing devices. Keystrokes activities are modeled in terms of the joints movements of fingers using kinematic model of hand. Generic activity recognition system is employed for keystroke detection and recognition. Hands activities on a flat surface are captured using mobile’s secondary camera. Scheme composed of two steps: first, low-level features are extracted in terms of joints trajectories estimation using finger joints localization and optical flow calculation. Second, trajectories are further interpreted into feature vectors. Feature vectors are trained and classified using Hidden Markov Models leading towards the keystrokes recognition. Real-time implementation covers the accurate detection and recognition of 78 keys of the keyboard, thus providing enriched set of keys to the users of mobile devices.
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1. Introduction
In last decade, a significant increase has been observed in the use of mobile and portable devices e.g. cell phones, PDA's, iPhone etc. Variety of applications running on these devices required textual input e.g. SMS, Email, document editors etc. But size of these devices has been reduced due to the mobility and portability issues, resulting in elimination or reduction of workspace for input data units in form of tiny keypads. Frequent use of above said applications needs a user-friendly workspace to input textual data. Textual input to mobile devices through tiny keypads is tedious, hectic and cumbersome task. Whereas, technology evolution intend to facilitate users with reduced system intricacy. Users are much comfortable with QWERTY full size traditional keyboard.

Researchers paid numerous attentions on this real problem by providing different methods or devices as virtual keyboards. A virtual keyboard can be defined as a touch typing device that does not have a physical manifestation of the sensing areas. Up-till now many designs of virtual keyboards have been proposed including the both sensor and vision based methods or devices for keystroke recognition. Sensor based methods and devices include Finger Joint Wearable Keypad [1], Chording Glove [2], FingerRing [3], VType [4], Samsung Scurry [5] and Senseboard [6]. But these sensor based solutions are proved to be intrusive. Vision based approaches are employed by Visual Panel [7], VKPC [8] and VKB [9].

Along with all these above said devices or methods, few other computer vision based algorithms have been proposed for the detection and recognition of keystrokes. In [10] researches presented a cost effective, user friendly, portable solution based on image capturing, character identification and device emulation modules named as VistaKey. A 3D optical ranging based virtual keyboard was proposed in [11]. System consists of pattern projector and 3D range camera detecting the fingertips by depth curves. Work presented in [11] was further extended by constructing 3D hand shape model in [12]. An intrusive wearable 3D vision based augmented reality keyboard is proposed in [13]. In our previous work [14], gesture recognition based virtual keyboard system has been proposed and implemented, but its real-time implementation raised the memory and computational complexity on a mobile platform.

Although all these devices or methods have been proposed for the development of virtual keyboard, but there are some key metrics and characteristics associated with virtual keyboards to find out the device or method’s performance. These metrics includes number of discrete keys and fingers, finger key mapping, finger-key switch time, user familiarity, estimated bandwidth and visual appearance of keyboard. Keeping in view the existing virtual keyboard systems; lack of familiarity, less bandwidth in terms of characters per minute and integration with state of the art new mobile devices still a challenge for the researchers.
2. Activity Recognition based Virtual Keyboard System

Human activity recognition from videos is one of the most promising computer vision applications. Human activity recognition has been proposed and implemented in applications e.g. human activity analysis in surveillance videos [15], human machine interfacing using hand gestures [16], camera mouse control [17], game system using multi-modal user interfaces [18] and robotic control [19] etc. A detailed survey of techniques related to representation, recognition and learning of human activities is presented in [20].

In this paper, activity recognition based virtual keyboard has been proposed for keystroke detection and recognition. A flat surface is used as the workspace for the generation of keystrokes instead of physical keypads. Fig. 1 shows the comparison between traditional keypads and activity recognition based virtual keyboard.

Research work implements the activity recognition scheme on the video data captured by the secondary camera of mobile device. Ignoring the borderline between actions and activities, generic activity recognition scheme discussed in [20] is summarized as illustrated in Fig. 2. Concise low-level features are extracted from the input video data. As discussed in [20], background subtraction, blob extraction, optical flow, point trajectories and filter responses can be used as low-level features. These features are further processed to model and recognize the activities performed in the workspace. Activities can be modeled and recognized using non-parametric, parametric and volumetric approaches.

Before proceeding to the architecture of the proposed system, hand modeling is accomplished for the keystroke detection and recognition. Instead of considering each joint of the human hands as in [14], hand anatomy and kinematic model of hand [21] is utilized to represent the hands in terms of fingers and joints. Fig. 3 represents the kinematic hands model used for the development of virtual keyboard. Fig. 3 also describes the naming and localization of fingers and joints used in virtual keyboard system. As it is clear that, all ten fingers take part in the keystroke generation process, so these fingers are named according to there anatomical names as pinky, ring, middle, index and thumb. But fingers act as the operators in the proposed activity recognition system, so we have set of ten discrete operators involved in keystrokes recognition activity as shown in Fig. 3.

\[
O = \{O_1, O_2, O_3, \ldots, O_{10}\}
\]

Each operator is further divided into joints based on their anatomical naming conventions. Joints in the human hands are named according to their location on the hand as metacarpophalangeal (MCP) (i.e. joining fingers to the palm), interphalangeal (IP) (i.e. joining finger segments) and carpometacarpal (CMC) (i.e. connecting the metacarpal bones to the wrist). In the gesture recognition based virtual keyboard [14], both MCP’s and IP’s were considered in the representation of keystrokes, which results in the trajectory estimation for 38 joints of human hands, 19 joints for each hand. In this research work, due to modeling of hand using kinematic model, it concludes that MCP joints didn’t take part more effectively in keystrokes generation so are ignored. Only IP’s joints are considered, resulting in total 28 joints for both hands. For convenience IP joints are represented using red, green and blue colors in Fig. 3 e.g. each fingertip is named as J_0 (Distal Joint of finger), joint between fingertip and middle of the finger as J_M (Middle Joint of finger) and joint at the middle of the finger as J_P (Proximal Joint of finger).

In the development of virtual keyboard, 28 joints are represented as J_N, where O = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, 10 representing the operator/finger and N = 1 to 3 for all operators instead of O_3 and O_6 for which N=1 to 2 due to the absence of middle joint in the thumbs. For example J_23 and J_82 represent the distal joint or fingertip of the ring finger of left hand and middle joint of the middle finger of the right hand respectively.

Fig. 1 Comparison b/w Traditional Keypads and Activity Recognition based Virtual Keyboard

Fig. 2 Generic Activity Recognition System
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Talking about the number of discrete keys to be operated in the virtual keyboard, this paper covers the detection and recognition of 78 discrete keys instead of 64 keys recognized in [14]. So

\[ K = \{ K_1, K_2, K_3, ..., K_L \} \text{ Where } L = 78 \]

\( K_i \) represents alphanumeric characters, control keys and special characters, Where \( i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 78 \). Due to the absence of the physical layout of the keyboard, standard typing layout constraint is imposed regarding hand and finger locations for proper finger/operator-to-key mapping scheme. Where using QWERTY keyboard user positioned the four fingers of the left hand on A, S, D and F and four fingers of right hand on J, K, L and ; keys. Each finger scoped the keys in both horizontal and vertical directions. For example for a QWERTY keyboard without function keys and bottom line of keys, each finger has the four key-press possibilities in vertical direction. Proper operator-to-key mapping table is shown in the Table 1 showing the keys-press possibilities for each operator. Table 1 also depicts that set of two/three joints are involved in any of the key-press event. Detailed architecture of proposed scheme is demonstrated in Section III.

The architecture of the proposed scheme is modular based in the generic activity recognition system of Fig. 1. Algorithmic detail of the proposed system is described in Fig. 4. Data acquisition phase comprises of video sequence of human hands activities, captured on a flat surface without any physical keyboard layout using camera.

**Table 1. Operator-to-Key Mapping Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Finger Associated</th>
<th>Possible Keys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₁</td>
<td>L_Pinky</td>
<td>Q, A, Z, Caps Lock, Shift, Home, End, 1, !, `, ~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>L_Ring</td>
<td>W, S, X, 2, @</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>L_Middle</td>
<td>E, D, C, 3, #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₄</td>
<td>L_Index</td>
<td>R, F, V, T, G, B, 4, 5, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₅</td>
<td>L_Thumb</td>
<td>Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₆</td>
<td>R_Thumb</td>
<td>Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₇</td>
<td>R_Index</td>
<td>Y, H, N, U, J, M, 6, ?, , &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₈</td>
<td>R_Middle</td>
<td>I, K, ,, &lt;, 8, 9, *, (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₉</td>
<td>R_Ring</td>
<td>O, L, &gt;, 0, )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁₀</td>
<td>R_Pinky</td>
<td>Enter, Backsp, Arrow Keys, , :;&quot;, ?, /, , [, ], P, -, +, =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Architecture of Activity Recognition based Virtual Keyboard

Proposed system has real-time capabilities so sequence consists of 30 frames/sec. Therefore, the entire subsequent sequence of steps in the algorithm is performed on the frame-by-frame basis. Video data is passed to subsequent phases; feature extraction and activity recognition. Feature extraction phase aims to localize finger joints and estimate the trajectories for all 28 joints involved in the keystrokes generation process. Whereas, activity recognition phase interprets the estimated trajectories and recognize the activities in form of keystrokes detection and recognition.

A. Low-Level Feature Extraction

As discussed earlier, this phase results in the estimation of the trajectories for each joint JON. Trajectory estimation step requires the proper detection and localization of joints. After frame extraction from the video sequence, hand detection is performed using background subtraction as implemented in [22]. Algorithm used for hand detection computes the background statistics when it is static, with hands not present in the workspace. To compute the robust background statistics,
3-4 sec of video with static background is sufficient. First and second-order statistics are computed as in (1) and (2):

\[
F_{B,\mu}(x, y, c) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} [F_{B,t}(x, y, c)]
\]

(1)

\[
F_{B,\sigma^2}(x, y, c) = \frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{t=1}^{T} [F_{B,t}(x, y, c) - F_{B,\mu}(x, y, c)]^2
\]

(2)

Where \(F_{B,t}(x, y, c)\) is the color image corresponding to frame at time \(t\) and \(x, y\) shows the spatial coordinates of the corresponding frame. \(T\) is the total number of frames considered for the computation of background statistics. \(F_{B,\mu}(x, y, c)\) and \(F_{B,\sigma^2}(x, y, c)\) are mean and variance images respectively. These background statistics are used to calculate the quadratic difference. Quadratic difference is used in the generation of foreground image which is the hands image. Fig. 5a shows the sample image of hands from the video sequence and Fig. 5b shows the hands region detected from the frame. If there is any other objects present in the workspace other than hands, connected component labeling scheme can be used to find out the larger component as the hands in the workspace. Once the hands are detected, next is to isolate the fingers for the localization of joints. Finger identification scheme [19] and Component labeling and contour tracing algorithm [23] are implemented jointly for the finger isolation and joints localization. Finger isolation is performed using the MCP’s detection for the each finger. MCP’s plays the partitioning role in between fingers. For joints detection and localization, region properties e.g. area, perimeter, convexity and centroids of each finger are processed to locate the spatial coordinates of \(J_{D}, J_{M}, J_{P}\) for each finger. Fig. 5c and 5d shows the joints localization on the hands contours and original frame respectively. Joints localization results in matrix \(D\) comprised of location for each joint. Each component of \(D\) contains the spatial coordinates of respective joints.

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
J_{11} & J_{12} & J_{13} \\
J_{51} & J_{52} & \Phi \\
J_{61} & J_{62} & \Phi \\
J_{71} & J_{72} & J_{73} \\
J_{01} & J_{02} & J_{03}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where \(O = 10\)

Now the tracking of these joints is required for the trajectories estimation. As mentioned in [20], optical flow is one of the promising techniques as the low-level feature extraction in the activity recognition system. It tells about the apparent motion of the individual pixels in the image plane. In proposed
system optical flow calculation for every pixel is not necessary. Therefore, optical flow is computed to estimate trajectory for every joint location in the subsequent frames. For each joint two components of optical flow are computed: X and Y components where X component describes the apparent motion of respective joint in horizontal direction and Y components tells the motion in vertical direction. Cumulatively, we have two trajectory matrices as follows. Where \( X_{11} \) means the trajectory of \( J_1 \) (proximal joint) of \( O_1 \) (left pinky) along horizontal direction. Whereas, \( Y_{11} \) means the trajectory of \( J_1 \) (proximal joint) of \( O_1 \) (left pinky) along vertical direction.

\[
T_X = \begin{bmatrix} X_{11} & X_{12} & X_{13} \\ . & . & . \\ . & . & . \\ \phi & \phi & \phi \\ X_{51} & X_{52} & \phi \\ X_{61} & X_{62} & \phi \\ X_{71} & X_{72} & X_{73} \\ \end{bmatrix} \quad T_Y = \begin{bmatrix} Y_{11} & Y_{12} & Y_{13} \\ . & . & . \\ . & . & . \\ \phi & \phi & \phi \\ Y_{51} & Y_{52} & \phi \\ Y_{61} & Y_{62} & \phi \\ Y_{71} & Y_{72} & Y_{73} \\ \end{bmatrix}
\]

Where \( O = 10 \)

Fig. 6 shows the horizontal and vertical trajectories estimated for all joints of \( O_7 \) recorded for a period of about 26 seconds.

As discussed in section II, each operator has horizontal and vertical scopes for key-press representing horizontal and vertical trajectories respectively. After experimentation horizontal trajectories of all joints of an operator causes irrelevance and redundancy. So horizontally, trajectories of only proximal joints are considered. Similarly as thumbs have no scope in horizontal direction due to one-to-one operator–to-key relationship, so no horizontal trajectories are required for both thumbs too. Keeping in view the above said scenario, overall trajectories data will be reduced, which also reduces the system computational complexity, so modified trajectories matrix will be as \( T \).

Equation clearly indicates the less number of trajectories required for the keystroke detection and recognition. Fig. 7 shows the reduced version of the trajectories data of \( O_7 \) shown in Fig. 6. These trajectories are further passed to activity recognition phase for keystroke detection and interpretation.
B. Activity Recognition
Activity recognition phase targets the detection and recognition of keystrokes from trajectories estimated in section III-A. For keystroke detection and recognition, supervised learning scheme is adopted. Fig. 8 describes the algorithm for training and classification of trajectories for keystroke recognition activity.

Fig. 8. Keystroke Detection and Recognition Algorithm

In the training phase, trajectories are interpreted into feature vectors comprising of the key spatial, pathic and probabilistic information. As the decision making in typing activity is dependant on the temporal data. Because typing activity exists in both space and time – it’s a spatiotemporal model. It is reasonable to assume that the temporal length of an activity will vary amongst different typists. Thus we use a parametric method, the Hidden Markov Model [24-27] for proposed system. Feature vectors are employed for the estimation of HMM’s. Key-press activity is defined as a sequence of spatial and directional changes which are the observation symbols. Each key is mapped to one Hidden Markov Model; it means total 78 HMM’s designed for the proposed virtual keyboard. Traditional Baum-Welch [24] and the Viterbi Path Counting [24] algorithms were adopted to train the Hidden Markov Models in Left Right connectivity with 9 to 13 states.

In the real-time classification phase, trajectories estimated from real-time video data are interpreted into feature vectors. For keystroke detection, as in [14] the concept of dominant finger/operator is introduced. Dominant finger is decided on basis of proximal joint $J_{i,j}$ where $i = 1,2,3,......10$ representing the operators. Feature vector is tested using a logic based technique over $J_{i,j}$, resulting in possible keypress event by $i$ i.e. respective finger/operator if it occurs. Dominant operator not only decides the keystroke detection activity but also reduces the further computation complexity. Once an operator’s dominancy is decided, in keystroke recognition phase its not compulsory to test respective feature vector for all 78 HMM’s. Then only HMM’s relevant to that particular operator will be tested. Using the above said algorithm, keystrokes detected and recognized for the set of trajectories of $O_7$ in Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 8. Black diamond symbols on the blue color trajectory $Y_{71}$ shows the possibility of the keystrokes detected. Respective feature vectors of $X_{71}$, $Y_{72}$ and $Y_{73}$ at that particular time are processed to recognize the keystrokes.

4.Experimentation results and discussion
For real-time implementation, video database of 30 videos of 30 different undergraduate students typing on a flat surface were recorded in laboratory setup. After the low-level features extraction and trajectories estimation, classifier is trained using algorithm in section IIIB for 25 videos. While remaining 5 are used for testing purpose by ways of three-fold cross validation. System accuracy is evaluated on the basis of key parameters regarding development of virtual keyboard discussed in section I. These parameters include number of discrete keys and operators, operator-key-mapping, estimated bandwidth, and user familiarity. As its evident from the discussion that system operates 78 discrete keys using 10 operators. Scheme obtains the bandwidth of 4keys/sec, satisfying the standard typing speed of 250 characters per min. Scheme almost shows the 100% results for keystroke detection. Whereas, recognition accuracy is discussed in two ways; first recognition results for different keys and secondly operator-key mapping recognition accuracy. Table 2 shows the percentage recognition results for few alphanumeric and special keys using data samples collected from the video database recorded for experimentation.

Recognition accuracy is also evaluated across operator-to-key mapping using Table 1.
Table 2 Recognition Results for Different Keys using HMM Training and Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Training Data</th>
<th>Test Data</th>
<th>Correct Data</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Recognition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Q’</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘W’</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘E’</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘R’</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘T’</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Y’</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘U’</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I’</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘O’</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘P’</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘1’</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘2’</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘3’</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘4’</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘5’</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘6’</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘7’</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘8’</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘9’</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘0’</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘ ‘</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘ ‘</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘ ‘</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘ ‘</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘‘ ‘</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>93.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 shows the % keystroke recognition results for all 10 operators. Fig. 10 also shows the cumulative results for keystroke recognition up to 94.1%. Keystroke recognition results show the poor recognition results for O₁ and O₁₀ due to higher operator-to-key ratio.

5 Conclusion

Virtual keyboard system proposed in this paper provides significant amount of new algorithmic and practical content with respect to [14]. System is based on a non-intrusive and software centric mechanism rather than hardware centric mechanism by using secondary camera of mobile resulting in a low-cost system. Number of discrete keys is increased from 64 to 78 thus providing more functionality to the users. System made use of less number of joints and as well as trajectories data set is reduced to almost half. It helped in the improvement of computational time and memory complexities of the system. Good user acceptance rate in terms of ease, functionality, ergonomics, non-intrusiveness and bandwidth can be achieved by deployment of this system on mobile platforms like; Android, Symbian, Rim OS and Windows Mobile etc.
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